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characters
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attempt to bridge
major role
crop plants
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assessment of the evolution is virtually
written for advanced impact of different absent in theit wild
undergraduate and evolutionary forces progenitors and
graduate students such as
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circumstances.
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Evolution under
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Oxford
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unique in the
domestication has University Press
general field of plant been unconscious A benchmark
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text,
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Developmental
is recent, having
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started not much
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Plant Evolution
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developmental
material, i. e. the
crop plants to new
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between strongly phylogeny
been written for
genomics(history of
senior
influenced
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researchers, with developmental postgraduates
their strong
genetics, to
and researchers
grasp of
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technology, and framework from botany,
evolutionary
which to
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and sys
evolutionary
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genetics,
Evolution and patterns and
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phylogenetics
Speciation of
amongst plants. and evolutionary
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The international biology.
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Pollination and
panel of
Science &
Business Media contributors are Floral Ecology
Cambridge
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Molecular
Systematics and systematists and University Press
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Plant Evolution evolutionary
human senses,
biologists, who
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the author
have brought
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together a wide secret lives of
evolution of
range of topics various plants,
plants with a
from the forefront from the colors
molecular
of research while they see to
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whether or not theylife.
really like classical Ecology and
Evolution of
music to their
Flowers Springer
ability to sense
Science &
nearby danger.

Business Media
Calcium Transport
Elements in Plants
discusses the role
of calcium in plant
development and
stress signaling,
the mechanism of
Ca2+ homeostasis
Physiology of
across plant
Woody Plants
membranes, and
National
the evolution of
Academies Press Ca2+/cation
This beautifully
antiporter (CaCA)
illustrated book
superfamily
follows the
proteins. Additional
amazing story of sections cover
genome-wide
plant evolution,
analysis of
from the first
plants arriving on Annexins and their
a dark and lifeless roles in plants, the
roles of calmodulin
planet to the
in abiotic stress
colorful—often
responses, calcium
weird and
transport in relation
wonderful—world to plant nutrition/bio
of today’s varied fortification, and
Vascular Plants as
Epiphytes Springer
This 1992 book is a
treatment of what
was known about
climbing plants,
written by a group
of experts.

and vibrant plant

much more. Written
by leading experts
in the field, this title
is an essential
resource for
students and
researchers that
need all of the
information on
calcium transport
elements in one
place. Calcium
transport elements
are involved in
various structural,
physiological and
biochemical
processes or signal
transduction
pathways in
response to various
abiotic and biotic
stimuli.
Development of
high throughput
sequencing
technology has
favored the
identification and
characterization of
numerous gene
families in plants in
recent years,
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including the calciumto produce a first- small RNAs, and
transport elements. of-its-kind
the evolutionary
Provides a
synopsis of the dynamics of
complete
exciting and fast genes and noncompilation of
coding
detailed information moving field of
sequences.
on Ca2+ efflux and plant
influx transporters in evolutionary
Attention is
plants Discusses
genomics. In
drawn to
the mode of action
Volume I of Plant advances in our
of calcium transport
understanding of
elements and their Genome
Diversity, an
plant
classification
update is
mitochondrial
Explores the
indispensable role provided on what and plastid
of Ca2+ in
we have learned genomes, as well
numerous
from plant
as the
developmental and
genome
significance of
stress related
sequencing
duplication in
pathways

Diversity and
Evolution of
Land Plants
Cambridge
University Press
In this timely
new 2-volume
treatise, experts
from around the
world have
banded together

projects. This is
followed by more
focused chapters
on the various
genomic
“residents” of
plant genomes,
including
transposable
elements,
centromeres,

genic evolution
and the nonindependent
evolution among
sequences in
plant genomes.
Finally, Volume I
provides an
introduction to
the vibrant new
frontier of plant
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interactions
epigenomics,
involved is key to
describing the
current state of environmental
our knowledge sustainability.
Examining
and the
pollination
evolutionary
relationships from
implications of
an evolutionary
the epigenomic perspective, this
landscape.
book covers both
Molecular Biology
of the Cell
Springer Nature
What are the
evolutionary
mechanisms and
ecological
implications
behind a
pollinator
choosing its
favourite flower?
Sixty-five million
years of evolution
has created the
complex and
integrated system
which we see
today and
understanding the

signalling, as well
as their role in
pollination
syndromes and
the building of
pollination
networks. Wideranging in its
coverage, it
outlines current
botanical and
knowledge and
zoological
complex emerging
aspects. It
topics,
addresses the
demonstrating
puzzling question how advances in
of co-speciation
research methods
and co-evolution are applied to
and the complexity pollination biology.
of the
The Origin of
relationships
Eukaryotic
between plant and Cells Springer
pollinator, the
Science &
development of
Business Media
which is examined
The genetic
through the fossil
variability that
record. Additional
developed in
chapters are
dedicated to the plants during
evolution of floral their evolution is
the basic of their
displays and
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and the Nature of
domestication
over time. All
Science provides
and breeding into major crop
a well-structured
the crops grown species are
framework for
today for food,
discussed,
fuel and other
including cereals, understanding and
teaching evolution.
industrial uses. protein plants,
Written for
This third edition starch crops,
teachers, parents,
of Plant
fruits and
and community
Evolution and the vegetables, from officials as well as
Origin of Crop
their origins to
scientists and
Species brings conservation of educators, this
the subject up-to- their genetic
book describes
date, with more resources for
how evolution
reveals both the
emphasis on
future
great diversity and
crop origins.
development.
Beginning with a Plant Systematics similarity among
the Earth's
description of the CSHL Press
organisms; it
Today many
processes of
explores how
school students
evolution in
are shielded from scientists
native and
approach the
one of the most
cultivated plants,
question of
important
the book reviews
evolution; and it
concepts in
the origins of
modern science: illustrates the
crop
nature of science
evolution. In
domestication
as a way of
engaging and
and their
knowing about the
conversational
natural world. In
subsequent
style, Teaching
addition, the book
development
About Evolution
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provides answers activity. In addition, National Science
to frequently
this volume:
Education
asked questions to Presents the
Standards
help readers
evidence for
released by the
understand many evolution,
National Research
of the issues and including how
Councilâ€"and
misconceptions
evolution can be offers detailed
about evolution.
observed today. guidance on how
The book includes Explains the
to evaluate and
sample activities nature of science choose
for teaching about through a variety instructional
evolution and the of examples.
materials that
nature of science. Describes how
support the
For example, the science differs
standards.
book includes
from other human Comprehensive
activities that
endeavors and
and practical, this
investigate fossil why evolution is
book brings one of
footprints and
one of the best
today's
population growth avenues for
educational
that teachers of
helping students challenges into
science can use to understand this
focus in a
introduce
distinction.
balanced and
principles of
Answers
reasoned
evolution.
frequently asked discussion. It will
Background
questions about
be of special
information,
evolution.
interest to
materials, and
Teaching About
teachers of
step-by-step
Evolution and the science, school
presentations are Nature of Science administrators,
provided for each builds on the 1996 and interested
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members of the
community.
Plant Evolution
CABI
This exciting new
textbook
examines the
concepts of
evolution as the
underlying cause
of the rich
diversity of life on
earth-and our
danger of losing
that rich diversity.
Written as a
college textbook,
The Diversity and
Evolution of
Plants introduces
the great variety
of life during past
ages, manifested
by the fossil
record, using a
new natural
classification
system. It begins
in the Proterozoic
Era, when

bacteria and
Each section
bluegreen algae describes where
first appeared, and the groups of
continues through plants are found
the explosions of and their
new marine forms distinguishing
in the Helikian and features.
Hadrynian
Discussions in
Periods, land
each section
plants in the
include phylogeny
Devonian, and
and classification,
flowering plants in general
the Cretaceous.
morphology, and
Following an
physiology,
introduction, the ecological
three
significance,
subkingdoms of
economic uses,
plants are
and potential for
discussed. Each research.
chapter covers
Suggested
one of the eleven readings and
divisions of plants student exercises
and begins with an are found at the
interesting
end of each
vignette of a plant chapter.
typical of that
division. A section
on each of the
classes within the
division follows.
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